The term Internet of Things (IoT) was coined in the late 1990s, and since then it has evolved considerably with a great impact on our daily life [1, 2] . IoT specifically refers to connecting "things" (devices, systems), the data they generate, the (human) users they interface with, and the services they host. IoT can span several technologies from computing to data management to communication and more.
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Various aspects of "crowd sensing" are investigated in the following three papers. In Reference [9] , Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS) is introduced to develop context-aware applications by mining relevant information from a large set of devices selected in an ad hoc manner. More specifically, the authors propose the ContextAiDe architecture, comprising a combination of API, middleware, and optimization engine. The key innovation of the architecture is the context-optimized recruitment of resources for execution of computation and communication of heavy MCS applications in the Edge environment. Reference [10] proposes a multi-device Human Activity Recognition (HAR) framework that exploits the Fog computing paradigm to migrate computationally intensive processing from the sensing layer to intermediate devices and then to the Cloud. A performance evaluation of the entire platform provides a proof of the accuracy of the recognition process. In Reference [11] , a framework enabling mobile crowd sensing in Fog environments with a hierarchical scheduling strategy is presented. The authors also formulate a scheduling problem in the hierarchical Fog structure and investigate it by using a deep reinforcement learning-based strategy.
Understanding how to distribute computation and processing between Cloud and Fog/Edge resources is a challenging question addressed in References [12] [13] [14] [15] . Diverse application requirements and the limited resources (both in number and capability) at the Edge pose the question of how much processing should be done locally vs. offloaded to other devices. Reference [12] investigates such issues and presents an optimization framework to adapt the resource management at runtime, reducing overhead significantly while increasing user utility. In Reference [13] , the authors deal with the problem of computation offloading in the context of the Mobile Cloud Computing paradigm. They devise a two-level resource allocation and admission control mechanism for a cluster of Edge servers that is able to optimize average response time for the application and the optimal utilization of the computational resources. A heuristic approach for the solution of the NP-hard problem of finding which tasks should be offloaded to which Cloudlets is presented in Reference [14] . Authors take into consideration task execution time and mobile energy consumption for computing their cost function and show an optimal policy that is able to scale to large-scale scenarios. In Reference [15] , authors present an algorithm for selecting the best physical infrastructure among Fog, Mist, or Cloud computing based on cost, bandwidth, and latency criteria. Moreover, the concept of feasible Fog is introduced in order to limit the search time for the mobile device.
Security and privacy are important issues to address when dealing with highly distrusted systems. In Reference [16] , the authors propose a privacy-preserving big data processing model using the synergy of Edge, Fog, and Cloud and describe how a cooperative data-processing strategy can be used without compromising users' privacy for large-scale tensor data in Cyber-Physical-Social systems. The security and efficiency of the proposed privacy-preserving high-order Bi-Lanczos scheme are analyzed both theoretically and empirically on an intelligent surveillance system case study. The design of a secure, scalable, and resilient IoT network is addressed in Reference [17] , where a solution that guarantees confidentiality of messages exchanged through semi-honest Fog nodes using a lightweight proxy re-encryption scheme is presented.
Research is also progressing through the design and implementation of reference frameworks to deal with Edge and Fog computing, offering mechanisms and API to easily develop new services. In Reference [18] , the authors propose an OpenStack-based middleware platform to discover, combine, and provision to end users and applications resource containers at the Edge, Fog, and Cloud levels. In such way offloaded processes are facilitated and orchestrated, as shown through a proof of concept of an intelligent surveillance system. In Reference [19] , a unified model for managing the life-cycle of applications in the Mobile-, Edge-, and Cloud-computing continuum is provided. The model leverages the Functions-as-a-Service paradigms, selecting where to execute functions in the form of microservices based on context and requirements. In Reference [20] the authors introduce an architecture for Edge Cognitive Computing (ECC) and describe its design issues in detail. An ECC-based dynamic service migration mechanism is presented to provide an insight into how cognitive computing is combined with Edge computing. The proposed system is evaluated, and the experimental results show that the ECC architecture has an ultra-low latency and provides better service to the user, saving computing resources and achieving high energy efficiency.
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